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Abstract 
Given n > k > 0, Erdiis and Griggs introduced a&) = min, ( {v: deg(v) < k} 1, where G runs 
over all simple planar graphs on n vertices. With many constructions and the Euler formula, we 
determine a,(n) for all n > n,: (i) a&) = 0, if k -z 6; (ii) a6(n) = 4, if n is even; a6(n) = 5, if n is 
odd; (iii) ar(n) = [((k - 6)n + 12)/(k - 3)1, if k = 7,8,9,10; (iv) all(n) = [(Sn + 18)/81; 
(v) ar(n) = [((k - 8)n + 16)/(k - 6)-j, if k > 12. The cases k Q 6 follow from results of 
Griinbaum and Motzkin, while the cases k 2 12 and the lower bound for a, l(n) are due to West 
and Will. 
1. Introduction 
It is well-known by Euler’s formula that every planar graph G on n 3 1 vertices 
contains a vertex of degree < 6. In fact, there must be at least four such vertices if 
n 2 4. Griggs [3] asked whether this is best possible for any number of vertices n. By 
construction of such G, one can verify that this is true for all even n > 8. But for odd 
n > 5, the work of Griinbaum and Motzkin [4] shows that the number is 5. 
Asn-+co, the number of vertices of degree < 7 is unbounded. Lipton and 
Miller [6] observed that more than n/4 vertices have degree < 7, a fact which they 
used to construct an O(nlogn) time algorithm for Scoloring a planar graph G. For 
general k, let ar(n) = mine 1 {IX deg(o) < k} 1, where G runs over all planar graphs on 
n vertices. Erdiis [2], in discussion with Griggs, asked for lim,,, ak(n)/n when k 2 7 
is fixed. 
West and Will [8] determined uk(n) exactly for n sufficiently large, provided k 2 12. 
The remaining cases, 7 < k < 11, appear to be the most difficult to resolve. West 
and Will [8] gave a lower bound on at(n) for these values of k and verified it is sharp 
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for infinitely many n’s (one residue class for each k), thus answering the question 
of Erdiis. 
Working independently at the same time, we obtained the same lower bounds for 
7 < k < 10. By many constructions, to be presented in this article, we eventually 
produced graphs that achieve the lower bounds for all sufficiently large n, given k with 
7 < k G 11. We define the notation 
(k - 6)’ ’ 12 
k-3 
if 6 < k < 10 
. . 9 
r,(n) = 
(k-6)‘+ 18 if k = 11 
k-3 
(k-‘)n+‘6 if k> 12’ 
k-6 / . 
Our main theorem, which combines the results for all k, is the following. 
Theorem 1.1. For positive integers k, there exists an nk such that for all n 2 nk, 
0 ifk<6 
a,‘(n) = 4 (resp., 5) if k = 6 and n iS euen (resp., Odd), 
p-k(n) 1 if k > 7. 
We currently require nk = 14 for k c 6, n6 = 8, n7 = 52, ns = 27, n9 = 244, 
nlo = 241, nil = 92, and nk = 3k - 10 for k 2 12. 
A plane triangulation is a simple planar graph that can be embedded in the plane so 
that every face has degree 3. We can concentrate our study on plane triangulations 
since to any graph which achieves a&i), we may add edges until it becomes a plane 
triangUhtiOn that achieves &.(n). 
We say a plane triangulation G on n vertices is optimalfor k if the number of vertices 
with degree less than k is rr,(n)l; it is an ideal graph@ k, denoted IG(k,n), if this 
number is F,(n), i.e., G i.S an OptiII’Ml graph and r,(n) iS an integer. 
To prove the main theorem, we first establish the lower bounds on a&) in 
Section 2. For k 2 12, West and Will [S] constructed optimal graphs, including 
ideal graphs when possible for n >, 3k - 10 vertices. In Section 3, we construct ideal 
graphs for 6 < k < 11. Ideal graphs for 6 < k < 10 are particularly nice in that they 
have F,(n) vertices of degree 3 and all other vertices have degree k. For n 2 nk such 
that ideal graphs do not exist, optimal graphs are constructed in Section 4, to 
complete the proof of our main theorem above. We also present optimal graphs for 
many n < nk when 7 < k < 11, although they do not exist for all n. By lower bound 
arguments it can be shown that a7(16),a8(19),a9(30),aIo(39) each exceed f,(n) by one. 
Tables including additional findings are in the second author’s Ph.D. dissertation [S], 
where more details are included. Section 5 concludes with some directions for future 
study. 
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2. The lower bounds for k 2 6 
We begin with some basic claims about simple plane triangulations. In this case, the 
Euler formula gives 
1 deg(o) = 6n - 12. 
” 
(1) 
Claim 2.1. Let G be a plane triangulation with n vertices. Zf n > 3 then the smallest 
degree 6(G) 2 3. If n > 4, then no two vertices of degree 3 are adjacent. 
By Claim 2.1, if G is a plane triangulation with n > 4 vertices, then the induced 
subgraph G’ obtained by removing vertices of degree 3, called the skeleton ofG, is also 
a plane triangulation. A face of G’ is said to be empty if it contains no vertices of G. 
Assume 6 < k < 10. We may rewrite formula (1) as 
1 rv,+ 1 rvI=6n- 12. (2) 
r<k r>k 
Here vi is the number of vertices of degree i, and so 1 vi = n. Subtracting kn from both 
sides of (2) and rearranging gives 
,Fk (k - rb, = (k - 6)n + 12 + c (r - k)v, > (k - 6)n + 12. 
r>k 
If n > 4, then r > 3, by Claim 2.1, so that 
c v, 2 (k - 6)n + 12 
r<k k-3 ’ 
(3) 
Hence, 
ak(n) 2 (k - 6)n + 12 = r k-3 k * 
(n) 
Since a&) is an integer, we get 
a&) 2 rrk(n)l for 6 d k < 10. (4) 
Note that equality in (3) holds only if the degree of each vertex of the plane 
triangulation is either 3 or k. In this case, by Claim 2.1, the number of faces of the 
skeleton is at least v3 ( = a&.(n)). By the Euler relation for G’, we have the inequality 
((3n - 6) - 3v3) - (n - v3) + 2 2 v3 
or 
2n - 4 
- 2 v3 = ak(n). 
3 
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Therefore, 
2n - 4 (k - 6)n + 12 
-/ > 3 k-3 . (5) 
If k is odd, equality in (3) implies every vertex has odd degree. So there is at least one 
empty face around each vertex of the skeleton G’ by Claim 2.1 for G’. Hence, G’ has at 
least v3 + (n - v3)/3 faces, and so 
((3n - 6) - 3v3) - (n - v3) + 2 2 v3 + 7. 
This implies 
5n - 12 (k - 6)n + 12 
------, > 8 k-3 ’ 
By (5), for k = 8 and k = 10, the equality holds in (3) only if n 2 14 and 32, 
respectively; and by (6), for k = 7 and k = 9, the equality holds in (3) only if n > 12 and 
28, respectively. For even (resp., odd) k 2 11, (5) (resp., (6)) is impossible. West and 
Will [S] gave 
all(n) 2 [L(n)] if n 2 38. (7) 
They gave [((k - 8)n + 16)/(k - 6)] as the exact value of a&r) for k 2 12. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we are going to construct graphs achieving the bounds on u&i) for 
6< k< 11. 
3. Ideal graphs 
We are interested in ideal graphs for 6 < k < 10 because of the nice charac- 
terization from (3) that every vertex has degree 3 or k. For k = 11, we have the 
following sufficient condition for a graph to be ideal. The notation x N y means x is 
adjacent to y. 
Claim 3.1. A plane triangulation on n vertices is an IG(l1, n) ifvq = 6 and the remaining 
vertices have degree 3 or 11. 
Proof. By the Euler relation, 
3v3 + 4vq + llvii = 3v3 + 4 x6 + ll(n - v3 - 6) = 6n - 12. 
Therefore, v3 = (5n - 30)/8. This implies v3 + vq = Tll(n). Cl 
Algebraically, the condition v4 = 6 is not necessary. It can be replaced by v5 = 3, by 
v6 = 2, or by v4 = 3 and vg = 1. However, every IG(ll, n) we have found has v4 = 6. 
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By (3) and (5)-(7) we have the following necessary conditions for the existence of ideal 
graphs: 
IG(6,n) exists only if n 2 8; 
IG(7,n) exists only if n 2 12 and s 0 (mod4); 
IG(8, n) exists only if n > 14 and s 4 (mod 5); 
IG(9,n) exists only if n > 28 and = 0 (mod2); 
IG(lO, n) exists only if n 2 32 and E 4 (mod 7); 
IG(ll, n) exists only if n > 38 and E 6 (mod 8). 
We are going to construct ideal graphs in this section. In our constructions, only the 
skeleton will be given, and a ‘*’ in a nonempty face represents a vertex of degree 3 in 
G adjacent to each vertex on its boundary. The case k = 9 is handled before the cases 
k = 7, 8, 10 and 11 because the method ‘inserting layers’ for k = 9 also works for the 
remaining cases. 
3.1. The case k = 6 
For this case, we rely on a result of Griinbaum and Motzkin [4]. Fig. l(1) is an 
IG(6,8), the smallest ideal graph for k = 6. We can take two adjacent nonempty faces, 
as in Fig. l(2), and replace them by the graph in Fig. l(3). This adds two new (squared) 
vertices of degree 6 and still has two adjacent nonempty faces. Repeating this 
operation, we get that IG(6, n) exists for all even n 2 8. 
Fig. 1 
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Theorem 3.2 (Griinbaum and Motzkin [4]). A 3-regular planar graph consisting of 
4 triangles and n hexagons is possible only if n is a nonnegative even integer. 
Claim 3.3. IG(6, n) exists if and only if n is an even integer 2 8. 
Proof. If there is an IG(6, n), by (5), we have n 2 8. If n is odd, then there are 4 vertices 
of degree 3 and n - 4 vertices of degree 6. The dual graph is 3-regular and has 
4 triangles and n - 4 hexagons, contradicting Theorem 3.2. 
Conversely, by the construction described above, for every even n 2 8, IG(6, n) 
exists. 0 
3.2. The case k = 9 
Let G be an IG(9, n) and G’ its skeleton. G might be enlarged in the following two ways: 
(a) Inserting layers: A layer of length t consists of two nested t-cycles with an 
alternating cycle between them. Some *‘s are permitted in the triangles between the 
two t-cycles, as shown in Fig. 2(l). If G contains layer of length t as subgraph, suppose 
Fig. 2. 
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Gi and Gz are the subgraphs of G pasted to the layer from inside and outside of 
the layer, respectively (Fig. 2(2)). Fig. 2(3) shows that it is possible to insert two 
layers to the inner side of the layer. Each layer is the anti-mirror image of the layer 
surrounding it, i.e., if we consider the common edges as forming a mirror, a triangle 
is empty if and only if its mirror image is nonempty. The result is an IG(9, n + 4t). 
Note that the second inserted layer is the same as the original one, and the inser- 
ting can be repeated indefinitely. Therefore, we get a sequence of ideal graphs 
IG(9, n + 4t), i 2 0. 
(b) Splitting along a belt: A belt of length t is a sequence oft nonempty faces, each 
adjacent to the next one and the last adjacent to the first, as shown in Fig. 3( 1). To split 
along a belt, one does the following: 
(1) Delete the edges between the consecutive nonempty triangles, 
(2) Link the opposite *‘s on the quadrangle formed by (l), 
(3) Put a * on each of the triangles formed by (2). 
(4) 
The rule: old 4 k k t 
t 
* 
new 1 t 
Fig. 3. 
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If an IG(9, n) contains a belt of length t, by splitting along the belt, as shown in Fig. 
3(2), we get an IG(9, n + 2t). Note that there is a new belt in the IG(9, n + 2t). We use 
arrows to represent the triangles and their directions on the belt. The belt of Fig. 3( 1) 
is represented by the heavy arrows in Fig. 3(3) and the new one is represented by the 
light arrows. We have the following relation: 
If two consecutive heavy arrows have the same direction, there is a light arrow of the 
same direction between them; else there are two light arrows between them, each one 
with the direction opposite to that of the heavy one near it (see Fig. 3(4)). 
Since there is always a belt in the result of splitting, the process can be repeated 
indefinitely. 
Fig. 4(l) is an IG(9,28), the smallest ideal graph for k = 9. There is a layer of length 
5 (distinguished by heavy edges) and a belt of length 9 (distinguished by big *‘s); 
also there is a belt of length 12 (Fig. 4(3)). Inserting layers, an IG(9,48) as shown in 
Fig. 4(2) follows. There are two belts of length 9 and one layer of length 5 in Fig. 4(2). 
(2) 
Fig. 4. 
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The inserting and the splitting process can be done independently. Splitting along 
a belt of length 9, we get a belt of length 15. Splitting it gives 27, and again gives 45, . . . 
The increments of vertices are 9 x 2 = 18, 18 + 15 x 2 = 48, 48 + 27 x 2 = 102, 
102+45x2= 192,... Doing the splitting and inserting, we get a sequence IG(9, n), 
where the value of n can be 28 + 192 + 20i = 220 + 20i; 28 + 102 + 20 + 192 + 
2Oi=342+2Oi; 28+ 18+20+ 18+2Oi=84+2Oi; 28+ 18+2Oi=46+2Oi; 
28 + 20i; 28 + 102 + 20i = 130 + 2Oi; 28 + 102 + 20 + 102 + 20i = 252 + 20i; 
28+18+20+48+2Oi=114+2Oi; 28+48+2Oi=76+2Oi; 28+48+20+ 
102 + 20i = 198 + 20i (i 2 0). The numbers 220,342,84,46,28, 130,252,114,76, 198 
form a covering of even numbers mod 20. Therefore, for even n 2 342, IG(9, n) exists. 
In [53 we show that this is true for even n > 244. 
The existence of IG(9, n) remains open in 22 cases. All open cases are 2 mod 4. Here 
is a negative result for IG(9, n). 
Claim 3.4. There is no IG(9,30). 
Proof. Suppose G is an IG(9,30) and G’ is the skeleton. Then G’ has 13 vertices and 22 
faces, exactly 5 of which are empty. It is obvious that the only possible degrees in G’ 
are 5 and 6. Since G’ is triangulated, there are 12 vertices of degree 5 and one vertex of 
degree 6 in G’. 
Let deg,, (xi) = 6 and let x2, . . ., x7 be its neighbors in G’. It is easy to show that 
x2 +x4, x5 and x6. Since deg,(x2) = 5, x2 is adjacent to two vertices, say x8 and x9, other 
than xi, x3 and x7 in G’ (Fig. 5(l)). Since G’ is triangulated, xJ - xs, xg - x9, x9 - x7. 
If x3 - x9, then x4 - xg, x7 - x4,x5 - x7. This is impossible since deg,.(x7) > 5, 
a contradiction. Therefore, x3 +x 9. Similarly, X3+X5, X3+X6, X3+X7. 
Since deg,(x3) = 5, x3 is adjacent to a vertex, say xio, other than x1,x2,x4,xs. 
Similarly, x7 is adjacent to a vertex, say xi 1, otherthanx1,x2,x6,xgandx1, #x5,x4,x3 
(Fig. 5(2)). Since G’ is triangulated, xl0 - xs,xlo - x4,xll - x6, xi1 - x9. 
SinCe degGe(X6) = 5, if x6 - xio, then xg - xl0 and xii - xio, so deg,(x,,) > 5, 
a contradiction. Therefore, x6 + xro. 
If x6 - xs, then x5 - xs implies deg,(x8) > 5, a contradiction. Therefore, x6 #x8. 
Similarly x6+x9. Thus x6 iS adjacent to a vertex, say xi2, other than x1,xs,x7,xi1 
(Fig. 5(3)). Similarly, x4 is adjacent to a vertex, say x13, other than xi, x3,x5,xlo. 
Since deg,.(x,) = deg,(x,) = 5, xl1 - xi2, x5 - x12, xi3 - xio, xi3 - x5 and 
x12 - x13. It is impossible to triangulate Fig. 5(3) such that all of 
xg,xg,x1O,x1l,xl2,xl3 have degree 5. Thus G’ is impossible. 0 
3.3. The case k = 7 
Splitting along belts is no longer available in the cases k # 9; however, the repeti- 
tion of layers is still possible. We have the following sequences of IG(7,n): 
(a) There is a layer of length 6 in the IG(7,40) of Fig. 6(l). Fig. 6(2) and (3) 
show that the layer can be repeated with jump 16 or 24. Therefore, a sequence 
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Fig. 5. 
of IG(7,40 + 16i + 24j) follows. Since gcd(l6,24) = 8, we have a sequence of 
IG(7,56 + Si). 
(b) There is a layer of length 3 in the IG(7,20) of Fig. 7(l). Fig. 7(2) shows that the 
layer can be repeated with jump 8, and hence a sequence of IG(7,20 + 89 follows. 
Combining (a) and (b), we have a sequence of IG(7,4i) for i > 14. On the other hand, 
here is a case with n > 12 and s 0 (mod4) with no IG(7, n). We omit the rather 
involved proof (see [S]). 
Claim 3.5. There is no IG(7,16). 
We construct IG(7,12), IG(7,24), and IG(7,48) in [S]. The only unresolved case 
remaining is the existence of IG(7,32). 
3.4. The case k = 8 
For k = 8, we have the following ideal graphs: 
(a) There is a layer of length 6 in the IG(8,34) of Fig. 8(l). Fig. 8(2) shows that the 
layer can be repeated indefinitely. Hence, we obtain a sequence IG(8,34 + lOi), 
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Fig. 6 
Fig. 7 
(b) There is a layer of length 6 in the IG(8,49), of Fig. 9. The layer is the ‘inside-out’ 
of the layer in Fig. 8(l), and therefore can be repeated indefinitely. Thus we get 
a sequence IG(8,49 + 1Oi). 
By (a) and (b), we have a sequence IG(8,4 + 5i) for i 2 8. Similar to Claim 3.5, we 
can show the following nonexistence result (see [5] for the proof). 
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Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9 
Claim 3.6. There is no IG(8,19). 
Also, IG(8,14), IG(8,24), IG(8,29) and IG(8,39) are constructed in [SJ, so the 
existence is resolved in all cases. 
3.5. The case k = 10 
In this section, the inner face of a graph means the inner face of the graph with 
degree more than 3; and A 8 B means paste the graph A to the inner face of B with 
one layer overlap. Let Go be the graph in Fig. lO(3) and Gi+ i = Go @ Gi. Then Gi has 
51 + 21i vertices. It is possible to assemble the parts given in Fig. 10(l)-(7) and Gi. We 
have the following ideal graphs: 
(a) (1) 0 Gi @ (4) @ (7) * IG(lO,88 + 21i); 
(b) (2) @ Gi @ (4) @ (7) * IG(10,95 + 21i); 
(c) (6) 8 Gi @ (4) 8 (7) * IG(lO, 102 + 21i). 
By constructions (a)-(c), IG(lO, 88 + 7i) exists for i 2 0. The existence of IG(lO, n) 
is not known for n = 46, the only remaining open case. It is shown in [S] that 




IG(10,53 + 7i) exists for all i 2 0. We have the following n s 4 (mod 7) with no ideal 
graph. 
Claim 3.7. There is no IG( 10,39). 
Proof. Let G be an IG(lO,39) with skeleton G’. Then G’ is a plane triangulation with 
15 vertices and 26 faces. There are exactly two empty faces, and the only possible 
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Fig. 11. 
Fig. 12. 
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degrees of G’ are 5 and 6. By Euler’s formula, G’ has 39 edges, so that in G’, we find 
vg = 3 and vs = 12. A vertex of degree 5 in G’, since it has degree 10 in G, must be 
bordered by five triangles that are all nonempty. There are at least four vertices 
bordering the two empty faces in G’, and each of these must then have degree 6 in G’, 
which contradicts v6 = 3. 0 
3.6. The case k = 11 
We have the following ideal graphs with respect to 11. The vertices of degree 4 are 
circled in each diagram. 
(a) There is a layer with length 9 in the IG(ll, 78) of Fig. 1 l(1). Fig. 1 l(2) shows that 
the layer can be repeated with jump 24. Therefore, a sequence IG(ll, 78 + 24i) follows. 
(b) (West and Will [8]) Fig. 12 is an IG(11,62) and the subgraph between the two 
heavy lines can be repeated indefinitely with jump 24. Therefore, a sequence 
IG(ll,62 + 24i) follows. 
(c) Let G’ be a redrawing of Fig. 13(l) such that the outer face becomes an inner 
face. Then Fig. 13(2) 0 G’ is an IG(ll, 94) and has a layer of length 9. Fig. 13(3) shows 
that the layer can be repeated indefinitely, so that a sequence IG(ll, 94 + 24i) follows. 
Fig. 13. 
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By (a)-(c) if n 2 78 is congruent to 6 modulo 8, then IG(ll, n) exists. In [S] we show 
that IG(ll, 54 + 8i) exists for i 2 0. The only unresolved case is n = 46. 
4. Constructions achieving the bounds 
The lower bounds on a&) are given in Section 1; in Section 2, we constructed ideal 
graphs for 6 < k < 11. In this section, we are going to construct optimal graphs, other 
than the ideal graphs. We have the following simple claims on a&r). 
Claim 4.1. Zfk 2 5, then q.(k + 1) = k - 1. 
Proof. For two graphs A and B, with no common vertex, define A v B to be the union 
of A and B, to which we add edges linking every vertex of A to every vertex of B. Note 
that Kz v Pk_l shows that ak(k + 1) < k - 1. If ak(k + 1) < k - 1, then there would 
be a plane triangulation containing K 3,3 as subgraph, which violates Kuratowski’s 
Theorem. Therefore, ak(k + 1) = k - 1. 0 
It is clear that uk(n + 1) < an(n) + 1 and we get the following claim. 
Claim 4.2. If the lower bound on uk(n + 1) is equal to uk(n) + 1, then 
u&i + 1) = u&r) + 1. 
By Claim 4.2, we just have to focus on the n’s for which the lower bound on 
uk(n - 1) is equal to the lower bound on u&) given by (4) and (7). 
4.1. The cases k < 6 
For these cases, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Zf n = 12 or n 2 14, then uk(n) = 0 wheneoer k < 6. 
Proof. The icosahedron of Fig. 14(l) is a plane triangulation with 12 vertices such that 
every vertex has degree 5, hence ~~(12) = 0 if k < 6. Let Go be the graph of Fig. 14(6) 
and Gi+r be the graph obtained by pasting Go to the inner face with degree more than 
3 of Gi (see Fig. 14(7) for G,). Then Gi (i 2 0) has 6(i + 1) vertices. Pasting 
Fig. 14(l)-(5) to the inner face and outer face of Gi, we have graphs with n > 14 
vertices as i varies, and every vertex has degree at least 5. 0 
4.2. The case k = 6 
We have the following theorem. 
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Fig. 14. 
Theorem 4.4. If n 2 8, then u6(n) = 4 if n is even; and a6(n) = 5 if n is odd. 
Proof. By Claim 3.3, a&) = 4 if n > 8 is even. 
If n > 8 is odd, there are no ideal graphs. Hence, u&r) > 4. It is obvious that 
at(n) < 5. Therefore as(n) = 5 for all odd n > 8. 0 
4.3. The case k = 7 
In addition to the ideal graphs, we have the following optimal graphs: 
(a) There is a layer of length 6 in the optimal graph of Fig. 15(l). Fig. 15(2) 
shows that the layer can be repeated with jump 8. Hence, a,(26 + 89 = 10 + 2i 
for i 2 0. 
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(b) Fig. 
Fig. 15(l), 
i > 0. 
Fig. 15. 
15(3) is an optimal graph on 30 vertices. There is a layer similar to that of 
which can be repeated with jump 8. Therefore, a,(30 + 8i) = 11 + 2i for 
(c) If there are two adjacent nonempty faces in an IG(7,4i), then a,(4i) = i + 3 and 
a,(4i + 3) > i + 4. Fig. 15(4) shows that it is possible to add three vertices to the 
IG(7,4i) so the two squared vertices get degree 7. Hence, a,(4i + 3) = i + 4 for such i. 
In our construction, this equality holds for i > 3 and i # 4,6,8,12. 
(d) By Claim 4.2, if IG(7,4i) exists, then a,(4i + 1) = i + 4. 
By (aHd) and the ideal graphs for k = 7, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. Ifn 3 52 then q(n) = rr7(n)l. 
4.4. The case k = 8 
We have the following optimal graphs other than ideal graphs: 
(a) Fig. 16(l) is an optimal graph for n = 36. To the bold layer of length 6 (with 3*) 
we can add i > 0 layers of length 6 on its outside with 4* in each of the i new layers. 




Fig. 16(2) shows for i = 2 what the bold layer is replaced with. This gives a graph 
achieving a*(36 + 1Oi) = 17 + 4i. 
(b) In the same way, we may add i 2 0 layers with 4* each to the bold layer in the 
optimal graph with n = 41 shown in Fig. 16(3). The replacement layers for i = 2 are 
shown in Fig. 16(4). This achieves a*(41 + 1Oi) = 19 + 4i. 
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(c) By our construction, the ideal graphs IG(8,5i + 4) (i > 1, # 3) always contain 
two adjacent nonempty faces as shown in Fig. 17(l). By (4), a*(% + 7) 2 2i + 6 and 
as(5i + 8) > 2i + 6. Fig. 17(2) (resp., Fig. 17(3)) shows that it is possible to add 3 (resp., 
4) vertices to the ideal graph and get 1 (resp., 2) more (squared) vertices of degree 8. 
Hence, the results are optimal graphs. Therefore, as(5i + 7) = a,(5i + 8) = 2i + 6 for 
i 2 2 and f3. 
(d) By Claim 4.2, if IG(8,n) exists, then as@ + 1) = us(n) + 1. 
Together with the ideal graphs for k = 8, we have us(n) = r&(n)]for all n 2 36. We 
show in [S] the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. If n 2 27, then us(n) = r&(n)]. 
4.5. The case k = 9 
The last positive even integer n for which IG(9,n) has not been found is 242. By 
Claim 4.2, we have Theorem 4.7. 
Theorem 4.7. Zf n 2 244, then us(n) = r I-g(n)] . 
4.6. The case k = 10 
In this section, we need the parts in Fig. 10, so the codes in Fig. 18 begin from (8). 
In the folloing assemblings, a part numbered less than (8) is in Fig. 10. Also the 
operation @and the graph Gi are defined in Section 3.5. Let Ho be the graph in 
Fig. 18(11) and Hj+r = Hj @ Ho. Then Hj has 88 + 56j vertices. Let K be the 
redrawing of the graph of Fig. 18(8) such that the inner face with degree 9 becomes the 
outer face. For this case, in addition to the ideal graphs, we have the following optimal 
graphs: 
(a) (1) @ Gi @ (4) $ (11) @ (9) * uro(168 + 21i) = 98 + 12i. 
(b) (2) @ Gi @ (4)$ (11) @ (9) * ~ro(175 + 21i) = 102 + 12i. 
(c) (5) @ Gi @ (4) @ (11) $ (9) * ~ro(182 + 21i) = 106 + 12i. 
(d) K@Gi@(4)@(11)@Hj@(12) =z- ~rc(205+21i+56j)=119+ 
12i + 32j. 
(e) In our construction, all ideal graphs IG(lO,7i + 4) (i 3 4, # 5,6) contain 
two consecutive nonempty triangles. As shown in Fig. 19, it is possible to add 
6 vertices and have two more vertices (squared) with degree 10. Hence 
ulo(7i + 10) = 8 + 4i. 
Parts (a)-(c) cover the cases n E 0 (mod 7) for n 2 168, part (d) takes care 
of n E 2 (mod 7) for n > 303, and the ideal graphs handle n = 4 (mod 7) for 
n 2 88. The other residue classes are resolved by applying Claim 4.2. (Note that 
(e) also gives n = 3 (mod 7), but beginning even sooner.) We have resolved every 
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Fig. 19. 
case here for n > 297, but with more effort the value of nlo can be reduced to 241 
(see PI). 
Theorem 4.8. For all n 2 241, a,,(n) = rTlo(n)]. 
4.7. The case k = 11 
In addition to ideal graphs for n G 6 (mod 8) with n 2 62, we have the following 
optimal graphs: 
(a) Fig. 20(l) is an optimal graph for n = 49. There is a layer which can be repeated 
with jump 16 (Fig. 2ql.l)). Therefore, a11(49 + 16i) = 33 + 1Oi. 
(b) Fig. 20(2) is an optimal graph on 60 vertices with a layer of length 6. 
Fig. 2ql.l) shows that the layer can be repeated with jump 16. Therefore, 
aii(60 + 16i) = 40 + 1Oi. 
(c) Fig. 3.7(3) is an optimal graph on 73 vertices with a layer that can be repeated 
with jump 32 or 48 (Figs. 2q3.1) and (3.2)). Therefore, ~~~(105 + 16i) = 68 + lOi, for 
i 2 0. 
(d) Fig. 20(4) is an optimal graph on 68 vertices with the same layer of length 6 
as in (c). Therefore, we get a, t(100 + 16i) = 65 + lOi, for i 2 0. 
The constructions above cover the cases 1 and 4 modulo 8, and the ideal graphs 
exist for 6 modulo 8, provided n is large enough. The remaining residue classes follow 
from these cases by Claim 4.2. We obtain al 1 (n) = rr, 1 (n)] for all n 2 105. We show 
in [S] that n,, can be brought down to 92. 
Theorem 4.9. If n 2 92, then al 1 (n) = rrl I (n)] . 
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5. Conclusion 
Combining the results in Section 4, we get Theorem 1.1. The research contributes to 
the much larger problem of characterizing the degree sequences of all planar graphs. It 
also may be interesting to carry out these further studies related to our project: 
(1) Determine the a&))~ which are not yet known: in the remaining cases, the 
decision is between rr&r)] and [r&)1 + 1. 
(2) Look for the existence of IG(ll,n) of the types other than v4 = 6. 
(3) Determine the number of nonisomorphic IG(k, n) for given n. In [S] we produce 
two nonisomorphic IG(ll, 86). 
(4) Investigate the graph-theoretic properties of ideal graphs, such as connectivity, 
chromatic number, and so on. 
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